OPOTA ONLINE

Attorney General Dave Yost and the Ohio Peace Officer Training Academy are excited to unveil the new OPOTA Online, training as convenient as your cellphone.

**Improved content**
- Course categories are designed to fit every need, from quick hits to statutorily mandated subjects and comprehensive classes.
- New courses prioritize relevant, scenario-based instruction from experts who work in the field.
- Interactive check-ins throughout courses ensure the content is clear and easy to understand.

**Better tech**
- Built-in flexibility includes automatic bookmarks for users who need to step away from a class.
- Many new courses — including the legal refreshers that can be accessed when questions come up in the field — are designed to run on cellphones.
- System stability means when a user clicks on something, it works.

**User-friendly setup**
- Users can register themselves, set their own passwords, update account information and customize their dashboard.
- Intuitive navigation means users won’t need special training to learn the system.
- An internal messaging system makes it easy to contact administrators, instructors and other users.

OPOTA Online is designed for law enforcement officers — professionals who need their training to be high-impact and high-quality. Lives depend on how you devote your time and resources.

Essential courses from eOPOTA have received an OPOTA Online update, and new content will continually be added. Among the new classes:

- **Use of Deadly Force and Legal Guidelines**, a multipart course in the Building Trust series, explores what happens after an officer pulls the trigger, including the legal standards by which the action will be judged and the criminal and civil processes that may follow.

- **Search Warrant Preparation** offers essential information for drafting search warrant affidavits, including examples of how to describe locations, items and persons to show probable cause.

- **The Roll-Call Refreshers** catalog features basic but essential information in bites of 15 minutes or less. Topics so far include forfeiture laws, cellphone evidence preservation, trauma’s effects on victim recall and court testimony.

For more information, visit https://opotaonline.inquisilms.com/